The EG statistic is a powerful probe for detecting deviations from GR by combining weak lensing (WL), real-space clustering and redshift space distortion (RSD) measurements thus probing both the lensing and the growth effective Newton constants (GL and G ef f ). We construct an up to date compilation of EG statistic data including both redshift and scale dependence (EG(R, z)). We combine this EG data compilation with an up to date compilation of f σ8 data from RSD observations to identify the current level of tension between the Planck/ΛCDM standard model based on general relativity and a general model independent redshift evolution parametrization of GL and G ef f . Each f σ8 datapoint considered has been published separately in the context of independent analyses of distinct galaxy samples. However, there are correlations among the datapoints considered due to overlap of the analyzed galaxy samples. Due to these correlations the derived levels of tension of the best fit parameters with Planck/ΛCDM are somewhat overestimated but this is the price to pay for maximizing the information encoded in the compilation considered. We find that the level of tension increases from about 3.5σ for the f σ8 data compilation alone to about 6σ when the EG data are also included in the analysis. The direction of the tension is the same as implied by the f σ8 RSD growth data alone (lower Ωm and/or weaker effective Newton constant at low redshifts for both the lensing and the growth effective Newton constants (GL and G ef f )). These results further amplify the hints for weakening modified gravity discussed in other recent analyses [1] [2] [3] [4] .
I. INTRODUCTION
The theory of general relativity (GR) and the standard Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) [5] cosmological model have been remarkably successful in explaining a wide array of observations [6] including the observed accelerating expansion of the universe [7, 8] . Despite of its successes and simplicity, the validity of the cosmological standard model ΛCDM is currently under intense investigation. This is motivated by a range of profound theoretical and observational difficulties of the model. The most important theoretical difficulties of the ΛCDM model are the fine tuning [9] [10] [11] and coincidence problems [12, 13] . The first of these problems corresponds to the large discrepancy between observations and quantum field theoretical predictions on the value of the cosmological constant Λ while the second is associated with the coincidence between the observed vacuum energy density Ω Λ and the matter density Ω m which in the present epoch are of the same order of magnitude despite of their very different evolution during the cosmic history.
A well known observational difficulty corresponds to the tension between the cosmic microwave background (CMB) measured value of the Hubble parameter H 0 [14, 15] in the context of the ΛCDM model and the local measurements from supernovae [16, 17] and lensing time delay indicators [18] , with local measurements suggesting a higher value. Another observational puzzle for ΛCDM involves persisting indications from observational probes * fskara@cc.uoi.gr † leandros@uoi.gr measuring the growth of matter perturbations that the observed growth is weaker than the growth predicted by the standard Planck/ΛCDM parameter values [15] . Modified gravity (MG) models constitute a prime theoretical candidate to explain this tension. The combination of cosmological observational probes is a powerful tool for the identification of signatures of MG [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Such observational probes may be divided in two classes: geometric and dynamical (or structure formation) probes [26] [27] [28] [29] . Geometric observations measure cosmological distances using standard candles (e.g. Type Ia supernovae) and standard rulers (e.g. the horizon at the time of recombination probed through Baryon Acoustic Oscillations) and thus probe directly the cosmic metric, independent of the underlying theory of gravity. Dynamical observations probe the growth rate of cosmological perturbations and thus the gravitational laws and the consistency of GR with data provided the background geometry is known.
Dynamical probes include cluster counts (CC) [29] [30] [31] [32] , weak lensing (WL) [25, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] and redshift-space distortions (RSD) [1, 2, [40] [41] [42] . These probes are consistent with each other pointing either to a lower value of the matter density parameter Ω 0m in the context of GR or to weaker gravitational growth power than the growth indicated by GR in the context of a Planck18ΛCDM background geometry at about 2 − 3σ level [1, 2, 41] . Such weak growth may be quantified by the parameter σ 8 which is the density rms matter fluctuations within spheres of radius 8h −1 M pc and is determined by the amplitude of the primordial fluctuations power spectrum and by the growth rate of cosmological fluctuation.
Various possible mechanisms have been proposed to slow down growth at low redshifts and thus reduce the above tension (see e.g. [4] ). Such mechanisms may be divided in two categories: non-gravitational and gravitational. The former includes the effects of interacting dark energy models [43] [44] [45] [46] , dynamical dark energy models [47, 48] , running vacuum models [49, 50] and the effects of massive neutrinos [51] . The latter includes the effects of MG theories with a reduced (compared to GR) evolving effective Newton's constant G ef f at low redshifts [1, 2] . The effects of MG [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] models are indistinguishable from GR at the geometric cosmological background level [26, 62, 63] . Signatures of MG can only be obtained by investigating the dynamics of cosmological perturbations [64, 65] using specific statistics obtained through dynamical probe observables such as the two-point correlation of and power spectrum of the galaxy distribution, the RSD and WL. A useful bias free statistic is the f σ 8 product of the rate of growth of matter density perturbations f times σ 8 discussed in more detail in what follows. An alternative observable statistic is the E G which was constructed to be independent of both the clustering bias factor b and the parameter σ 8 on linear scales. This statistic was proposed in 2007 [66] and thereafter has been used several times to test MG theories [67, 68] . The expectation value of E G is equal to the ratio of the Laplacian of the sum of the Bardeen potentials [69] Ψ (the Newtonian potential) and Φ (the spatial curvature potential) ∇ 2 (Ψ + Φ) over the peculiar velocity divergence θ ≡ ∇ · υ H(z) (where υ is the peculiar velocity and H(z) is the Hubble parameter in terms of the redshift z).
The E G statistic has been proposed as a model independent test of any MG theory [70] and is constructed from three different probes of large scale structure (LSS): the galaxy-galaxy lensing (GGL), the galaxy clustering and the galaxy velocity field which leads to galaxy redshift distortions. Alternatively, E G may be constructed from galaxy-CMB lensing [71] instead of galaxy-galaxy lensing as a more robust tracer of the lensing field at higher redshifts [72, 73] .
The first probe, the GGL (a special type of WL), is the slight distortion of shapes of source galaxies in the background of a lens galaxy, which arises from the gravitational deflection of light due to the gravitational potential of the lens galaxy along the line of sight (see for example [74] [75] [76] [77] ). This WL probe is sensitive to ∇ 2 (Ψ + Φ), since relativistic particles collect equal contributions from the two Bardeen potentials which appear in the scalar perturbed Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric in the Newtonian gauge [78] [79] [80] 
where a is the scale factor that is related to the redshift z through a = 1 1+z . The second probe, the galaxy clustering arises from the gravitational attraction of matter and is sensitive only to the potential Ψ. Similarly, the third probe, the galaxy velocity field, is quantified by measuring redshift space distortions (RSD) [81] [82] [83] [84] (an illusory anisotropy that distorts the distribution of galaxies in redshift space generated by their peculiar motions falling towards overdense regions). This important probe of LSS is sensitive to the rate of growth of matter density perturbations f which depends on the theory of gravity and provides measurements of f σ 8 that depends on the potential Ψ.
In most MG theories the potentials Φ and Ψ obey generalized Poisson equations like the GR Newtonian potential where the MG effects are encoded in generalized space-time dependent effective Newton constants. These generalized Newton constants for the potential Ψ and for the lensing combination Ψ + Φ are usually described by two parameters: the effective Newton's constant parameter µ and the light deflection parameter Σ. In the modified Poisson equations [85] the µ and Σ are connected with the potentials Ψ and Ψ + Φ respectively. In GR the value of µ and Σ coincides with unity while in a MG model µ and Σ can be in general functions of both time and scale [19, 86] . Using f σ 8 and E G datasets constraints can be imposed on the parameters µ and Σ [23, [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] ). Such analyses have revealed various levels of tension of the best fit forms of µ and Σ with the GR prediction of unity showing hints that these parameters may be less than unity implying weaker growth of perturbations than that predicted in GR. The goal of the present analysis is to extend these studies and use an updated data compilation for both the f σ 8 and E G statistics to identify the current level of tension with GR implied by these data compilations.
In particular, we address the following questions:
• What are efficient phenomenological redshift dependent parametrizations of the generalized normalized Newton constants µ(z) and Σ(z) that are consistent with solar system and nucleosynthesis constraints that indicate that GR is restored at high z and at the present time in the solar system?
• What are the constraints imposed by the E G and f σ 8 updated data compilations on the parameters of the above parametrizations and do these constraints amplify the hints for weakening gravity at low z implied by the f σ 8 data alone as indicated by previous studies?
The plan of this paper is the following: In the next Section II we present a brief review of the theoretical expression for E G . We also present phenomenologically motivated parametrizations for µ and Σ and describe how we use them in order to probe possible deviations from GR on cosmological scales. In Section III we use compilations of f σ 8 and E G data along with the theoretical expressions for f σ 8 and E G which involve µ and Σ to derive constraints on these parameters and to identify the tension level between the Planck/ΛCDM parameter values favoured by Planck 2018 [15] shown in Table I and the corresponding parameter values favored by the two datasets. Finally in Section IV we conclude, summarize and discuss the implications and possible The E G statistic [66, 70] is designed as a probe of the ratio of the Bardeen potentials of the perturbed FRW metric (1.1) in such a way as to be independent of the effects of galaxy bias at linear order. It is defined as the ratio of the cross correlation power spectrum P g∇ 2 (Φ+Ψ) between lensing maps (cosmic shear or CMB) and galaxy positions, over the the cross-correlation power spectrum P gθ between galaxies and velocity divergence field θ
In Fourier space the E G statistic may also be expressed as [66] 
where H 0 is the Hubble parameter today, l is the magnitude of two-dimensional wavenumber of the on-sky Fourier space, C κg (l, ∆l) is the galaxy-galaxy lensing cross correlation power spectrum in bins of ∆l, P α vg is the galaxy-velocity cross correlations power spectrum between k α and k α+1 (where k three-dimensional wavenumber of the on-sky Fourier space wavenumber with k 1 < k 2 < ... < k α < ...) and q α (l, ∆l) is the weighting function defined accordingly.
The corresponding expectation value of E G , averaged over l is the the ratio of the Laplacian of the gravitational scalar potentials Ψ and Φ which appear in the scalar perturbed Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric Eq. (1.1) over the peculiar velocity divergence [67] 
whereχ is the comoving mean distance corresponding to the mean redshiftz.
In ΛCDM cosmology and assuming that the velocity field is generated under linear perturbation theory, the peculiar velocity divergence is connected to the growth rate f as θ = f δ [93] where δ ≡ δρ ρ is the matter overdensity field, ρ is the matter density of the background,
is the linear growth rate of structure and
δ(a=1) the growth factor. In the case of GR and in the absence of any anisotropic stress the Bardeen potentials are equal (Ψ = Φ) and the gravitational field equations reduce to Poisson equations of the form
where Ω 0m = Ω m (z = 0) is the matter density parameter today and the second equality is straightforwardly derived assuming non-relativistic matter species and using the equations H (with ρ 0 the matter density today and ρ c,0 the critical density today). Therefore within GR Eq.(2.4), the Eq.(2.3) reduce to
where f is well approximated as f (z) Ω γ m (z) with the growth index γ in a narrow range near 0.55, for a wide variety of dark-energy models in GR [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] . Note that E G in GR is scale independent (Eq.(2.5)). This is not necessarily the case in the context of MG theories where the growth rate f may be strongly scale dependent even on subhorizon scales. The gravitational slip parameter η describes the possible inequality [103, 104] of the two Bardeen potentials that may occur in MG theories. It is defined as
Clearly an observation of η = 1 would indicate physics beyond GR. In this case the gravitational field equations at linear level take the form of Poisson equations that generalize Eqs. (2.4). At linear level, in MG models, using the perturbed metric (1.1) and the gravitational field equations the following phenomenological equations emerge [42, 86, [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] for the scalar perturbation potentials
where ρ is the matter density of the background, ∆ the comoving matter density contrast defined as ∆ ≡ δ + 3Ha(1 + w)υ/k which is gauge-invariant [106] , w = p/ρ is the equation-of-state parameter and υ i = −∇ i u is the irrotational component of the velocity field. Also µ and Σ are the generalized growth and lensing effective Newton constants. They are in general functions of time and scale encoding the possible modifications of General Relativity defined as
with G N is the Newton's constant as measured by local experiments, G ef f is the effective Newton's constant which is related to the growth of matter perturbation and G L is related to the lensing of light (the propagation of relativistic particles, such as photons when they traverse equal regions of space and time along null geodesics experiencing gravitational lensing collecting equal contributions from two gravitational potentials Ψ and Φ). Using the gravitational slip Eq.(2.6) and the ratios of the Poisson equations (2.7), (2.8) defined above the two LSS functions µ and Σ are related via
In GR which predicts a constant homogeneous G ef f = G N , we obtain µ = 1, η = 1 and Σ = 1. Notice that Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) indicate that a possible observation of reduced gravitational growth of the Bardeen potentials may be interpreted either as reduced strength of gravitational interaction (reduced µ and/or Σ) or due to reduced matter density ρ (or Ω 0m ). In the context of a fixed value of matter density determined by geometric probes of the cosmological background, the reduced gravitational growth could be either interpreted as a tension within the ΛCDM parameter value for the matter density or as a hint for weakening gravity. Indeed, such hints of weaker than expected gravitational growth of the Bardeen potentials has been observed at low redshifts by a wide range of dynamical probes including RSD observations [1, 2, 41, 42] , WL [25, 34, [36] [37] [38] [39] and CC data [29] [30] [31] [32] . In most cases this weak growth has been interpreted as a tension for the parameters σ 8 and Ω 0m which are found by dynamical probes to be smaller than the values indicated by geometric probes in the context of ΛCDM .
The observables f σ 8 (a, k) and E G (a, k) can probe directly the gravitational strength functions µ(a, k) and Σ(a, k). In particular f σ 8 is easily expressed in terms of the amplitude σ 8 and the matter overdensity δ using the matter overdensity evolution equation (see e.g. [80] )
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to cosmic time t. In terms of redshift Eq. (2.10) takes the form [1, 80] 
where primes denote differentiation with respect to the redshift. While in terms of the scale factor we have [52, 101, 111] 
here primes denote differentiation with respect to the scale factor. In Eqs. (2.11), (2.12) possible deviations from GR are expressed by allowing for a scale and redshift-dependent µ = µ(z, k). In the present section and in section III.1 we ignore scale dependence due to the lack of good quality scale dependent f σ 8 and E G data. However, in section III.2 we discuss the scale dependence of E G data.
For a given parametrization of µ(a) and initial conditions deep in the matter era where GR is assumed to be valid leading to δ ∼ a equations (2.11), (2.12) may be easily solved numerically leading to a predicted form of δ(a) for a given Ω 0m and background expansion H(z). In the context of the present analysis we assume a ΛCDM backgroung H(z)
Once the evolution of δ is known, the observable product f σ 8 (a) ≡ f (a)·σ(a) can be obtained using the definitions
where σ(a) is the redshift dependent rms fluctuations of the linear density field within spheres of radius R = 8h −1 M pc and σ 8 is its value today. Thus, we have
This theoretical prediction may now be used to compare with the observed f σ 8 data and obtain fits for the parameters Ω 0m , σ 8 and µ(z) (assuming a specific parametrization of µ(z)).
The lensing gravity parameter Σ(z) can be fit in the context of specific parametrizations using its connection with the E G (a) observable as [112] [113] [114] 
This equation assumes that the redshift of the lens galaxies can be approximated by a single value while E G corresponds to average value along the line of sight [114] . In the context of Eq. (2.17) and assuming a specific parametrization for µ and Σ, the theoretical prediction for E G may be used to compare with the observed E G datapoints and lead to constraints on Ω 0m , µ, Σ. These constraints may be considered either separately from those of the f σ 8 data or jointly by combining the E G and f σ 8 datasets. The allowed range of these parameters may then be compared with the standard Planck/ΛCDM parameter values µ = 1, Σ = 1, Ω 0m = 0.315 ± 0.0073, σ 8 = 0.811 ± 0.006 to identify the likelihood of Planck/ΛCDM in the context of the dynamical probe data E G and f σ 8 . This plan is implemented in what follows in the context of specific parametrizations describing the possible evolution of µ and Σ. On scales much smaller than the Hubble scale for most modified gravity models the scale dependence of µ and Σ is weak. For example in scalar-tensor (ST) model (for k aH) µ is independent of the scale [115] . Thus, we start by considering scale independent parametrizations for µ and Σ which reduce to the GR value at early times and at the present time as indicated by solar system (ignoring possible screeing effects) and Big Bang Nucleosynthesis constraints (µ = 1 and µ = 0 for a = 1 and µ = 1 for a 1) [116] [117] [118] . Such parametrizations are of the form [1, 2, 119] 
where g a and g b are parameters to be fit and n and m are integer parameters with n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 2 which we set equal to 2 in the present analysis.
III. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
III.1. Scale Independent Analysis
The f σ 8 (z) and E G (z) updated data compilations used in our analysis are shown in Tables IV and V of the Appendix along with the references where each datapoint was originally published. The datapoints are also shown in Figs. 1 and 2 along with curves corresponding to the Planck/ΛCDM prediction and the best fit parameter values. Clearly, in both cases the data appear to favor lower values of f σ 8 and E G than the values corresponding to the Planck/ΛCDM parameters. This trend may be shown to be translated into a trend for lower values for the gravitational parameters µ and Σ and is quantified through a detailed maximum likelihood analysis.
Each f σ 8 (z) and E G (z) datapoint of the compilations of Tables IV and V has been published separately in the context of independent analyses of distinct galaxy samples and lensing data. However, the correlations among the datapoints considered due to overlap of the analyzed galaxy samples may lead to an amplification of the existing trends indicated by the data and an amplification of the existing tension of the best fit parameters with Planck/ΛCDM . Despite of this fact we have chosen to keep the relatively large number of distinct published datapoints in order to maximize the information encoded in the compilations considered keeping in mind that this may lead to an artificial amplification of the trends that already exist in the data.
For the construction of the likelihood contours of the model parameters in the context of the f σ 8 
where f σ obs 8,i is the the value of the ith datapoint, with i = 1, ..., N f σ8 (where N f σ8 = 66 corresponds to the total number of datapoints of Table IV) 
where H(z), d A (z) correspond to the Hubble parameter and the angular diameter distance of the true cosmology and the superscript f id indicates the fiducial cosmology used in each survey to convert angles and redshift to distances for evaluating the correlation function. As shown in Table II , the effects of this correction factor are less than about 10% in the derived best fit parameter values. Thus we obtain χ 2 f σ8 as
where F f σ8,ij is the Fisher matrix (the inverse of the covariance matrix C f σ8,ij of the data) which is assumed to be diagonal with the exception of the 3 × 3 WiggleZ subspace (see [2] for more details on this compilation).
Similarly, for the construction of χ 2 E G , we consider the vector
where E obs G,i is the the value of the ith datapoint, with i = 1, ..., N E G (where N E G = 16 corresponds to the total number of datapoints of Table V) , while E th G (z i , p) is the theoretical prediction (Eq. (2.17)), both at redshift z i . The parameter vector p corresponds to the parameters of Eq. (2.17) with the parametrization (2.18) namely Ω 0m , g a , g b .
Thus we obtain χ
where the contour 2D projections. Previous studies [1, 2] have considered similar 2D projections that go through the Planck/ΛCDM best fit parameter point in the higher dimensional parameter space. This later choice tends to change somewhat (in most projections it is increased) the apparent tension between the best fit MG parameter values and the best fit Planck/ΛCDM parameters in the 2D projection parameter subspaces. This 2D tension may be in some cases misleading due to projection effects and thus in Table (III) we stress the tension in the full 3D or 4D parameter space.
The tension level between the best fit MG parameter values and the Planck/ΛCDM best fit parameter values is significant in both the 2D projection parameter spaces shown in Figs 3, 4 and 5 and in the higher 3D parameter space likelihood surfaces shown in Fig. 6 . The best fit parameter values obtained in the context of the datasets considered and the tension levels in both the 2D projections and in the full 3D-4D parameter spaces is shown in Tables II and III respectively. In these Tables we also show the cases corresponding to fits without including the correction factor (3.2) in the f σ 8 data demonstrating that there is a small change in the best fit parameter values.
The following comments can be made on the results shown in Figs 3, 4 and 5 and Tables II and III: • The left part of Table III shows the tension level in the full 3D or 4D parameter space. The tension level between Planck/ΛCDM and best fit MG model parametrizations (2.18) and (2.19) in the context of the f σ 8 data is significant (about 3.5σ) but is is less than the corresponding tension obtained using the E G statistic data (more than 4σ).
In fact for the combined f σ 8 + E g dataset the tension level increases to close to 6σ! This significant tension level comes independently from both the f σ 8 and E G data and hints towards weaker gravity (µ and Σ lower than 1) compared to the predictions of GR at low z. We stress however that this extreme level of tension is partly due to correlations among the considered datapoints which necessarily exist in our compilations. 2). The RSD data f σ8(z) from Table IV of the Appendix was used. The third parameter in each contour was fixed to the best fit value. The red and green dots describe the Planck18/ΛCDM best fit and the best-fit values from data. Table V of the Appendix were used. The third parameter in each contour was fixed to the best fit value. The red and green dots describe the Planck18/ΛCDM best fit and the best-fit values from data.
• The weaker than expected gravitational growth indicated by the data is expressed as both a lower best fit Ω 0m than expected from ΛCDM and as negative best fit values for the gravitational strength evolution parameters g a and g b (see e.g. Fig. 5 ).
• Ignoring the fiducial model correction factor of Eq. (3.2) in most cases tends to slightly increase the tension level (compare e.g. the last two lines of Table III ). Thus the consideration of this correction in our analysis is a conservative approach.
III.2. Scale Dependent Data Compilations
Scale dependent parametrizations for µ and η can describe a large class of MG models [86, 106] . For example a scale dependent class of parametrizations predicted by scalar-tensor theories for µ and η is of the form [120, 121] 
where f 1 and f 2 are properly chosen fuctions that depend on the scale factor. Thus a physically motivated scale dependent generalization of the parametrizations (2.18) and (2.19) for µ and Σ may be written as 
where s a , s b and λ are parameters to be determined from a proper scale dependent dataset. Such a scale dependent data compilation for the statistic E G in two redshift ranges is shown in Fig. 7 and in Tables VI VII for low and high z respectively in the Appendix. The analysis of this compilation may be performed in the context of the scale dependent parametrizations (3.8) and (3.9) . Clearly as shown in Fig. 7 , for both low and high z the scale independent MG parametrizations of Eqs.(2.18) and (2.19) at z = 0.3 and at z = 0.7, lead to a best fit value of E G that is lower compared to the Planck/ΛCDM prediction. The full scale dependent analysis leads to similar levels of tension as those indicated in Table III for the scale independent case and will be presented in detail elsewhere.
IV. CONCLUSIONS-DISCUSSION
We have used up to date compilations of E G and f σ 8 data (Tables IV and V) based on WL and RSD observations to obtain updated estimates of the tension between the Planck/ΛCDM best fit parameter values and the best fit parameter values obtained in the context of an effective MG gravity model allowing for properly parametrized evolution of the growth and lensing gravitational constants µ and Σ. The scale independent parametrizations (Eqs.(2.18), (2.19)) of µ and Σ depend on the parameters g a and g b respectively and are by construction consistent with GR at early times and at present as indicated by nucleosynthesis and solar system constraints assuming no screening is present. We have assumed a flat ΛCDM expansion background and we thus fit the parameters (Ω 0m , σ 8 , g a , g b ).
We find that the E G data amplify the previously well known indications for low Ω 0m and/or weaker gravity (µ < 1) at low z and favor weaker gravity for both the growth and the lensing gravitational constants (µ < 1 and Σ < 1). The tension level between the Planck/ΛCDM parameter values (Ω 0m , σ 8 , g a , g b ) = (0.31, 0.81, 0, 0) and the best fit parameter values obtained using the combined E G + f σ 8 dataset (Ω 0m , σ 8 , g a , g b ) = (0.28, 0.85, −0.96, −2.45) is 6σ which is significantly larger compared to the tension obtained when only the f σ 8 dataset is used (3.7σ as shown in Table III ). Even though the absolute magnitude of the derived tension is overestimated due to the correlations among the datapoints, the amplified trend for weaker FIG. 6 . Left: The 1σ -2σ confidence contour of the parameter space (Ω0m, σ8, ga) in the context of parametrization Eq.(2.18) with n = 2 including the fiducial correction factor Eq. (3.2). The RSD data f σ8(z) from Table IV of the Appendix was used. The red and green dots describe the Planck18/ΛCDM best fit and the best-fit values from data. Right: The 1σ -2σ confidence contour of the parameter space (Ω0m, ga, g b ) in the context of parametrizations Eqs.(2.18) and (2.19) with n = 2. The data EG(z) from Table V of the Appendix was used. The red and green dots describe the Planck18/ΛCDM best fit and the best-fit values from data. The 3D contours include only the surfaces in 3D while the intermediate space is not filled. Thus, the white gaps that appear in the right figure between the surfaces, simply correspond to the white background seen from behind. gravity at low z is clearly indicated by both the f σ 8 and E G data compilations and appears to be stronger for the case of the E G data.
If this trend has some physical origin and is not due only to data systematics or physical effects in the context of GR, there are significant implications for theoretical models. In particular f (R) theories generically predict stronger gravity at low z compared to its present time [122] (thus the prediction is µ(z) > 1, g a > 0) and therefore if the identified tension has physical origin this can not be attributed to an f (R) MG gravity theory for any expansion background. Similarly minimal scalar tensor theories [3, 122] , Horndeski theories [123, 124] and beyond Horndeski Gleyzes-Langlois-Piazza-Vernizzi (GLPV) theories [125] can only produce weaker gravity at low z under very specific and in some cases unnatural conditions [52] . For example minimal scalar-tensor theories would require the existence of a phantom comsological background expansion (equation of state parameter w < −1) [3, 122] .
A partial cause of the E G data tension with Planck/ΛCDM is lensing magnification. As shown in [126, 127] the effects of lensing magnification modify the galaxy-galaxy lensing correlations as well as galaxygalaxy correlations and as a consequence introduce systematic errors in the estimate of E G while making it bias dependent. The effect is small for redshifts smaller than 1 (about 5 − 10%) but it can become as large as 20 − 40% for redshifts z 1.5. Thus, this systematic contribution can be relevant already for Dark Energy Survey (DES) [38, [128] [129] [130] [131] and certainly for higher redshift surveys. However, the magnitude of lensing contribution at the redshifts of the data compilation we are using (z < 1) is not large enough to significantly reduce the identified tension which exists even at the level of the RSD data alone. The systematic effect discussed in [126, 127] is important especially for upcoming surveys like Euclid [132] which probe higher redshifts even though even in that case it may not be large enough to be the only source the observed tension.
An interesting feature of our compilation is the scale dependence the E G (R, z) data. This may be used to probe the parameters of scale dependent MG µ and Σ parametrizations which are well motivated physically. We plan to present such constraints elsewhere using upcoming and more extensive data able to constrain the required larger parameter space that appears in scale dependent µ and Σ parametrizations. A key question to address is whether the addition of scale dependence in the parametrizations can improve significantly the overall fit. No such indications are currently known [120] but this may well change using more extensive and accurate scale dependent E G and f σ 8 data.
Supplemental Material: The Mathematica file used for the numerical analysis and for construction of the figures can be found in [133] . 
